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PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARIS 
   
Specialist, private photographic safaris and tutorials are offered to Kwandwe guests by locally based, award-winning 
professional photographer Mike Dexter. A private safari vehicle with ranger and tracker are provided to tailor-make 
each experience according to guests’ individual needs. All ages welcome.   
 
Choose from one of the following four options: 2014 RATES 
Photographic Game Drive – the photographer accompanies guests on the vehicle, advising 
them of appropriate camera settings for various scenarios they will come across, providing 
compositional ideas and answering any questions relating to photography. The aim is to ensure 
an increased understanding of wildlife photography, with the best possible photographs. 

R 660 pp + 
R 1 000 for 

private vehicle 

Tutorials – A 1.5 hour tutorial between game drives, tailor-made to suit the experience level 
of participants with presentations appropriate for complete beginners to advanced 
photographers. Electronic notes will be provided. 

R 550 pp 

1 Day Photographic Workshop – This option combines photographic game drives with more 
formal ‘classroom’ based tuition back at the lodge. Various modules on the basics of 
photography are presented with a focus on practical implementation to ensure an almost 
immediate improvement in photography. Electronic copies of the modules are provided. Cost 
includes 2 game drives and the tutorial. 

R 1 870 pp +  
R2 000 for 

private vehicle 

2 Day Photographic Workshop – The same format is followed as the 1 day workshop but 
guests are presented with advanced techniques over a 2 day period. They will come away 
with a more holistic understanding of wildlife photography. Cost includes 2 game drives per 
day and two tutorials. 

R 3 740 pp +  
R4 000 for 

private vehicle 

 
ABOUT MIKE DEXTER   
Mike Dexter is an award-winning, widely published professional wildlife photographer. He achieved a Bachelor of 
Journalism Degree from Rhodes University in which he specialised in photography. He is also the holder of a FGASA 
Level II qualification and has 3 years of guiding experience. He spent two years working for a photographic safari 
company as the resident photographer at a luxury lodge in Botswana where he was responsible for leading multi- day 
specialised photographic workshops as well as the development and implementation of a unique photographic hide 
operation. He is currently resident in Grahamstown, within close proximity to the reserve. www.mikedexter.com 

 


